REMANUFACTURING/REPAIR SERVICES

Quality repairs are crucial to the long-term health and viability of your automation equipment – and ultimately, your productivity level. As your trusted partner for electrical and mechanical repairs, Werner Electric can meet your needs quickly and conveniently. Werner Electric is partnered with Rockwell Automation to provide you with comprehensive repair services for over 200,000 items from more than 7,000 manufacturers. Made by anyone, repaired by Rockwell Automation.

ROCKWELL AUTOMATION KINETIX 5100 SERVO DRIVE & KINETIX TLP SERVO MOTOR

Ease the pain of motion control integration! In the past, we’ve heard from customers and machine-builders experiencing pain trying to integrate Rockwell Automation motion control solutions into a larger, third-party system. The Kinetix portfolio has expanded to take away that pain and provide even more flexibility and range with two new products -- the Kinetix 5100 Servo Drive and the Kinetix TLP Servo Motor, which are optimized to work together harmoniously. The new Kinetix S100 system has multiple control modes so it can be used with a Micro800 controller, a Logix controller or even by itself. This allows customers the flexibility to choose how the product best functions in their specific applications.

KINETIX 5100 SERVO DRIVE

Designed for versatility, the Kinetix 5100 drives allow you to select the power you need and the ability to apply that to fit the unique needs of the application. This product provides a scalable, cost-effective servo control choice in a single product line.

KINETIX TLP SERVO MOTOR

Rockwell Automation’s Kinetix TL-Series Servo Motors represent economy solution for machine designers with wide range of application needs. The latest addition to this portfolio, Kinetix TLP Servo Motor, is the preferred motor for Kinetix S100 Servo Drives.
Hubbell Cord Reels
Hubbell cord reels enhance user safety and maximize efficiency by managing cord and power in a safe and organized manner, while also meeting the demands of tough environments. From heavy duty industrial environments to commercial applications - Hubbell cord reels provide a safe, durable and UL listed solution to meet all of your needs.

Ideal Sure Trace Circuit Tracer
The Ideal circuit tracer can identify breakers and fuses with CertainCircuit™ detection. The receiver display rotates for easier viewing. 1-99 display of signal strength and an audible indication intensifies in tone/pitch with the signal strength to help you identify breakers and fuses, pinpoint opens and shorts, and trace wires behind walls with confidence.

Cerrowire CerroPack
On the ground or on a lift, CerroPack pulls straight and fast every time. As less than 30 pounds it's lighter and easier to transport than traditional put-ups, resulting in less fatigue and less weight to lug around. Comfortably carry CerroPack tight to the raceway. Line up the packs in any configuration to pull all your circuit at once. Available in 14, 12, and 10-gauge, solid or stranded.

Leviton Lighting Controls
Leviton lighting control solutions bring innovative design and next-generation features to residential and commercial applications. Choose from distributed controls, daylighting controls, wireless controls, dimmers, fan speed controls, occupancy/vacancy sensors, relay panels, timer switches and more. Lighting controls provide precise, dependable control, and complement any residential or commercial application, while offering the potential for significant energy savings.
UNIRAC FLASHLOC
The all-in-one mount installs fast — no kneeling on hot roofs to install flashing, no prying or cutting shingles, no pulling nails. Simply drive the lag bolt and inject sealant into the base. FLASHLOC’s patented triple seal technology preserves the roof and protects the penetration with a permanent pressure seal. Kitted with lag bolts, sealant, and hardware for maximum convenience.

ENPHASE ENSEMBLE
The Enphase Ensemble is the energy management technology that enables solar, storage and the grid to seamlessly work together to ensure clean, reliable, economical and safe energy. Ensemble enables a home to receive uninterrupted power whether the grid is up or down. Life remains uninterrupted through natural disasters and utility shutdowns.

LIGHTING RECYCLING
We are now partnered with Veolia for recycling fluorescent/HID lamps and much more. There is no need to wait until you fill an entire bin with lamps. Whether you have just one box of lamps or a thousand lamps you want to recycle, Veolia has a simple solution for both. Broken lamps are hazardous waste and the sooner you get them out of your facility, the better. Having lamp waste stored on site for weeks, months or sometimes years is not beneficial to anyone and takes up valuable space in your facility. Now, you can simply order the correct recycling solution for your needs and send them off to Veolia immediately.